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Sergey Borha1 

Is It Legal to Eat Unpaid Goods in Stores? 

Shoplifting is a form of larceny legally described as “the non-consensual taking and carry-
ing away of a merchant's property, with an intent permanently to deprive him of posses-
sion”2. But what about something in between? Nowadays, it is not uncommon to observe a 
customer opening and drinking a beverage while shopping, tasting some grapes from a 
bunch or eating a bag of chips. In 2011, Nicole Leszczynski, a pregnant lady, was doing 
the shopping with her husband and 2-year-old daughter. Being hungry, she opened and 
consumed a chicken salad sandwich before getting to the checkout. The couple had kept 
the wrapper but forgot to hand it over and failed to pay for it. She and her husband were 
stopped at the door and arrested for committing the misdemeanor. Following the standard 
procedure, the Child Welfare Services took away their daughter, and the couple spent 18 
hours to get her back after posting bail3. This is not the only notorious example to which 
eating in a store might lead. Therefore, it is deemed important to draw the conclusion on 
the legality of these actions according to the current Russian law. 

In the beginning, it is necessary to determine the legal nature of the consumer’s actions in 
relation to goods yet not paid for. There are several typical examples that illustrate the 
buyer’s behavior in a shop: in case of thirst, he can open a bottle of water and drink a little, 
and, in case of hunger, he can eat a consumable product completely. In the first instance, 
the item is only consumed, in the second one–it no longer exists because was destructed.  

In the Russian doctrine of civil law there is no unity of opinions on the legal nature of con-
sumption and destruction of property. Some jurists (M.M. Agarkov, A.V. Venediktov, O.S. 
Ioffe4, O.G. Alekseeva5) include consumption and destruction in the right of disposal (pow-
er to dispose)6. “If the owner destroys a thing, it also means determining the fate of the 
thing. Destruction of the thing with its consumption stops the right of ownership,” O.G. Ale-
kseeva remarks7.  Others (K.I. Sklovsky8, E.A. Sukhanov9) refer destruction of a property 
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to the right of disposal and consumption–to the right of use (power to use) (EA Sukha-
nov10). 

Consumption and destruction can be included in the content of the right of ownership or a 
ius in re aliena. The person must be the owner or legal title holder to the certain property to 
be able to exercise these rights. Under the contract of retail sale, the buyer is entitled to 
start consuming or destructing the product since he is the owner of it. Until then, he should 
avoid doing it. 

 Thus, to draw a conclusion on the legality or illegality of the buyer's actions aimed at con-
suming or destroying the product, it is necessary to define the moment of the acquisition of 
the right of ownership. 

According to the art. 223(1) of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation11 (hereinafter re-
ferred to as CCRF), the right of ownership shall arise for the acquirer of a thing by contract 
from the moment of the transfer thereof unless otherwise provided by a law or contract. 
Particularly, the delivery of a thing to the acquirer shall be deemed to be the transfer12. In 
this case, the thing shall be considered handed in to the acquirer from the moment of its 
actual receipt in the possession of the acquirer or person specified by him13. 

Interpretation of these norms may lead to a hasty conclusion that the right of ownership 
shall directly arise for the acquirer of a thing since the moment when the good was taken 
from a store’s shelves.  

This is erroneous, and the right of ownership for the acquirer does not arise at this very 
moment, because the transaction concerning the alienation of the property is needed14. 
The transfer of the thing is not deemed the one15, and the contract of retail sale is not con-
cluded yet. This is the causality of traditio in the Russian law; the right of the ownership 
does not arise from nuda traditio16. Consequently, in this case the right of ownership shall 
arise for the consumer of the product by contract from the moment of the transfer thereof, 
but not earlier than the contract of retail sale is concluded. 

Being consensual, the contract of retail sale shall be considered concluded if agreement 
between the parties regarding all material conditions of the contract has been reached in 
the form required in appropriate instances, i.e. the clauses relating to the goods (the name 
and quantity of the goods17) and price18. 
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Furthermore, the CCRF contains a special rule that the contract of retail sale shall be 
deemed to have been duly concluded from the moment when the seller has given the buy-
er a cash or sale receipt or another document confirming payment for the goods (art. 493).  

In the doctrine and practice, two approaches to understand this norm have developed. Ac-
cording to the first of them, the moment when the seller has given the document confirm-
ing payment for the goods to the buyer coincides with the moment of the conclusion of the 
contract19. The second one suggests that the art. 493 of the CCRF does not determines 
the moment of the conclusion of the contract of retail sale; it defines the moment from 
which the contract of retail sale shall be deemed to have been duly concluded20. 

Nevertheless, both approaches are unconvincing. Since under the contract the buyer is 
obliged to pay for the goods and receives the document conforming the payment after the 
obligation is fulfilled, it is obvious that, by the time the receipt is given, the contract has 
already been concluded, which proves the wrong of the first approach. If it were correct, it 
would also acknowledge the truth of the fact that the buyer does not have the right to de-
mand the fulfillment of the seller’s duty to transfer the ownership of the goods to the buyer, 
which, in its turn, would contradict the provisions of the current legislation21. The second 
approach takes into account the aforementioned remark and contains the simple and un-
erring premise that, since the consumer receives the document confirming the payment, 
there might not be the failure to comply with the form of the transaction22,23. However, the 
interpretation of the norm in accordance with the second approach leads to the absurd 
conclusion that the same contract might be concluded twice. Probably this is not a defect 
in the approach itself, but in the lawmaking technique.  

Thus, art. 493 of the CCRF does not give the answer when the contract of retail sale 
should be considered concluded. 

As it is known, the contract of retail sale is a public contract24, and displaying goods at the 
place of sale (on counters, in shop windows, etc.) shall be deemed to be a public offer25. 
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Therefore, the fact of receiving by the person who has made an offer of its acceptance 
shall entail the conclusion of the contract26.  

According to G.S. Vasilyev, the buyer reveals his intention to purchase some goods when 
he transfers it to the cashier for the subsequent payment27. Until then, the seller is incapa-
ble of knowing for sure what the decision of the buyer is. When the things are purchased in 
self-service shops, the contract shall be concluded at the moment of the payment28. This 
decision seems to be the most adequate29. 

The typical sequence of the moment of a thing’s transfer and the moment of the conclu-
sion of the contract are: 1) nuda traditio → nuda traditio, the conclusion of the contract → 
the transfer of the thing (e.g., the purchaser takes goods from a counter, gives it to the 
cashier and pays for it, then the cashier transfers thing to the purchaser); 2) the conclusion 
of the contract → the transfer of the thing (e.g., if the goods are purchased directly at the 
checkout); 3) nuda traditio → the conclusion of the contract (e.g., the acquirer has pos-
sessed the thing by the time of the transaction concerning the alienation of the property is 
concluded). In the first two instances, the right of the ownership shall arise for the acquirer 
at the moment of the transfer of the thing30; in the latter one–at the moment of the conclu-
sion of the contract31. 

So, the consumer allowing himself to prematurely consume the goods does not exercise 
the owner's powers. Not only does he not use and dispose but also damages and destroys 
another's property. As a consequence, under the Russian law, these actions constitute the 
actus reus of the administrative32 or criminal offense33, the distinction between which is 
made by the criterion of the significance of the damage. 

In the Russian legal doctrine, the damage is understood as an action effecting changes in 
property that entails the significant decrease in its economic value and a partial loss of its 
intended use34, and the destruction is understood as an action expressed in external influ-
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ence on property leading to losing its economic value and impossibility to use the thing for 
the intended purpose35. 

It is noteworthy that the good is excluded from economic circulation or no longer even ex-
ists if it is destroyed. 

What are the legal consequences of the buyer's attempt to pay the price for the destroyed 
goods? It seems that in practice the seller would accept the payment and give him a doc-
ument confirming payment, but this does not cohere with the theory and legislation. The 
purpose of concluding the contract of retail sale is to transfer the right of ownership to the 
goods from the seller to the buyer. Obviously, it is not going to happen since the “aliena-
ble” thing no longer exists by the time the contract is concluded. Therefore, it can be imag-
ined that, if the seller accepts the payment for the good, the buyer may require transferring 
“the paid product” to him inasmuch as the contract has induced the mutual and sinalag-
matic obligations. Moreover, if the buyer does not intend to voluntarily compensate for the 
damage of the seller’s property, the seller still has the right to sue “the purchaser” and de-
mand that the losses inflicted on him be compensated for (including actual damage and 
lost profit)36. 

All of this together means that the buyer cannot consume, destroy, unwrap the packages 
of goods, and other such actions until getting the right of ownership to the good. So, if he 
does, it may constitute the actus reus of the administrative or criminal offense. Under the 
contract of retail sale the right of ownership shall arise for the acquirer of a thing at the 
moment of the transfer thereof, nuda traditio does not transfer the title of ownership, hence 
this right does not arise until the contract is concluded, i.e. until the consumer accepts the 
public offer of the seller. The offer shall be deemed to be accepted at the moment when 
the buyer transfers the good to the cashier for the subsequent payment, or, if the transac-
tion is made in a self-service shop, at the moment of the payment. 
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